
HELLO



Podcasts…. 
• stimulate your senses 
• spark your imagination 
• a means for surprising 

and revealing 
• enables encounters 

with people, things, and 
ideas we didn’t know 

• focuses on storytelling/
conversation 

• curated to tastes/
genres







Serial is a podcast from the 
creators of This American 
Life, hosted by Sarah 
Koenig.  

It tells one story—a true 
story—over the course of a 
season. Each season, it 
follows a plot and 
characters wherever the 
story takes take them 
(hosts). They won’t know 
what happens at the end 
until they get there, not long 
before the audience gets 
there with them.



Focuses on Adnan Syed, a 
high-school senior that got 
charged with the murder of 
his ex-girlfirend and 
sentenced for life in prison.  
The case against him was 
largely based on the story of 
one witness, Adnan’s friend 
Jay, who testified that he 
helped Adnan bury Hae's 
body. But Adnan has always 
maintained he had nothing to 
do with Hae’s death. Some 
people believe he’s telling 
the truth. Many others don’t.

Season 1



Bowe Bergdahl, an 
idiosyncratic guy, decided 
to walk away from his post 
one night, and into 
Afghanistan. Now the 
consequences of that 
decision have spun out 
wider and wider. It’s a story 
that has played out in 
unexpected ways from the 
start. And it’s a story that’s 
still going on.

Season 2



• Using investigative 
journalism to narrate a 
nonfiction story over 
multiple episodes. 

• Called “one of 2014’s 
biggest cultural 
phenomenons”  

• Went from radio or a 
show to an EVENT

So Why Serial?



• Like radio, the listener 
feels as though they’re 
being addressed directly 
but, crucially, with a 
podcast one can fit it in 
as and when there is 
time. 

• It flipped the radio genre 
on its head, fusing 
“news” with storytelling, 
bringing it back to life.  
(won a Peabody Award in April 2015 for its 
innovative telling of a long-form nonfiction story.)

So Why Serial?



• engaged in a style of 
storytelling that is far too 
shaggy, circuitous, and 
ad hoc to imagine in a 
traditional broadcast 
context.  

• spawned a whole new 
trend of real-time 
episodical storytelling 

So Why Serial?



THANKS


